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Changing management and governance tools make it increasingly challenging for enterprises 
to control and govern complex systems. The difficulty grows exponentially for organizations 
managing both the cloud and existing on-premise infrastructure.

Virtua’s Hybrid Cloud Management offering uses Azure Arc to build a strategy for addressing 
organization-wide hybrid cloud complexity. It sets up and implements consistent inventory, 
performs management and governance, ensures security and patch management, and  
monitors the IT infrastructure across any environment regardless of resource location.

Standardize your enterprise governance  
with Virtusa’s Hybrid Cloud Management 
Virtusa’s solution enables companies to create a hybrid cloud management strategy  
using Azure Arc. Built with industry-specific standards and guidelines, our solution:

Delivers consistent security across cloud landscapes and brings  
all resources under a single governance model

Provisions policy-driven deployment across connected systems,  
including servers and workloads

Establishes regulatory standards and corporate compliance anywhere  
on the cloud or on-premise

Additionally, our large-scale execution and implementation expertise authorize  
rapid deployment, allowing the organization to experience benefits faster.

Virtusa’s Hybrid Cloud  
Management offering  
using Azure Arc
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Manage workloads with Virtusa’s  
Hybrid Cloud Management offering 
Virtusa’s Hybrid Cloud Management offering using Azure Arc provides the governance  
and management practices for both cloud and on-premise environments in a single pane.  
This also helps implement the security features for the overall Azure infrastructure components. 

Adopting this approach standardizes your operations, maintains cost control, and establishes 
business continuity.

US-based IT service organization solves governance 
and compliance challenges with Virtusa’s Hybrid 
Cloud Management using Azure Arc 
An IT services organization with ever-growing internal workloads and inventory with cloud infrastructure 
had challenges keeping abreast of organizational policies, guidelines, and security.

With Virtusa’s Hybrid Cloud Management using Azure Arc, the organization was able to manage internal 
workloads and organize cloud inventory swiftly and consistently. A consistent way to deploy and manage 
systems in a disparate environment was created with policies and tagging. The offering helped the 
organization maintain unified compliance and governance of resources across multiple estates. 

The organization had central visibility of the resources across landscapes and was able to achieve 
automated and enforce policies to meet data governance and security requirements.

Benefits include:

Reduced time for security 
challenge mitigation and 
prevention.

Unified governance and 
security across landscapes.

One-touch push updates 
for all inventory across 
the enterprise.
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Readily available 
templates

Best practices  
documentation  

with reports

Automatic detection 
and onboarding

Integrated DevOps 
with automation

Policy as code

Governance

Security

Virtusa’s  
Hybrid Cloud  
Management
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